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ABSTRACT 
We propose a new framework, called DtTOPS (Dis- 

tributed Concurrent TOpdown Processing Scheme), for 
a computer vision system which is suitable in a parallel 
processing environment. A set of mu1 tiple top-down anal- 
yses are performed concurrently and distributively. Each 
of the analyses is based on a different 2D model cam- 
spanding to a different appearance of a 3D object. Using 
the framework it is possible to make a Rexible and robust 
analysis machmism without complex control strucrurts. 
A human face analysis systcm has been developed in the 
framework. 

INTRODUCTION 
'Locating a human face and its facial components in a 

scene is a basic process for various applications in com- 
puter vision and graphics which handle human faces. The 
fully automatic analysis of human faces, however, still 
remains as a challenging problem. In many researches, 
such as facial expression analysis, caricature generation 
and intelligent image coding. the Iccations of facial fea- 
tures are often extracted by hand. Researches of human 
face identification. which require fully automatic extmc- 
tion of facial features, often uses a scheme of principal 
component analysis regarding the whole face image with- 
out locating the components on face[1][2]. The difficulty 
of the face analysis is caused by the huge variety of he 
appearances of a human face. In genera[ it is  very difficult 
to consmct a computer vision algorithm which can cope 
with the variety of objects flexibly. 

We have proposed a scheme calIed VIC (Vsion module 
Integration in Cooperation and Concurrency)[3][4][5] as 
a basic concept on the integration of multiple vision 
algorithms in a parallel or distributed environment. The 
algorithm integration is indispensabte for a vision system 
with flexibility and robustness. In the VIC. multiple 
algorithms each of which is a specialist to analyze only 
a specific target ace constructed as independent agents. 
They work concurrentIy. they cwperate with each other 
and they try to achieve a shared goal. 

In this paper we propose a new framework based on the 
VIC. called DCTQPS (Distributed Concurrent Top-down 
Prmessing Scheme). The purpose of this framework i s  
to realize a vision system which can analyze the structure 

of a 31) object in a scene although it presents various 
appeamces in images. In the DCTOPS. multiple 2D ap- 
pearance models are arranged in considering the variation 
af the 2D appearances of a 3D object. Mulnple tap-down 
analyses based on the 2D models are applied to an input 
image simulraneously. The mechanism which must be 
implemented in order to realize each of the analyses is 
nothing but a verifying process for the existence of fea- 
mres consistent with the m d e l  at a specified area in the 
input image. Therefore the structure of the mechanism is 
quite simpk and the organization of the whole system is 
brief, The system. however. can cope with the v h e ~  of 
appearances flexibly owing to the redundant b-ials based 
on multiple 2D rndels. 

A human face analysis system has been developed in 
the framework to demonstrate its feasibility. The: pictorial 
structure of a human face may drastically change because 
of the 3D orientation of the head, the motion of facial 
components. and the existence of attachments such as 
glasses. Therefore it is quite difficult for an ordinary 
top down analysis scheme ta cope with human face 
images withaut a tight resbiction such as "front view" 
and "without glasses", etc. 

In the following sections, we will describe the madeling 
scheme of a face in the DCTOPS and the implementation 
of the pilot system. 

DISTRIBUTED 2D APPEARANCE MODELS 

A basic problem in computer vision is to recover the 
infmnation of 3D world from 221 image data. This is 
m ill-posed inverse problem. Therefore it is  necessary to 
stformulate it as a we[!-posed problem by incorporating a 
hypothesis on the scene t o  limit the solution space of the 
3D world. A vision algorithm can bc constructed under 
the hypothesis. This means. however, that every vision 
system is tuned 20 a single specific situation. I t  is me 
that in some environments it is relatively easy to establish 
m effective hypothesis on the scene. For example, in a 
factory environment, where the information on illurninant 
is known and the geometric paramtters of the camera 
and the target objects can be easily obtained. many vision 
systems for manufacturing and inspechon. are working in 



practical situstions. When the scene has variety, however, 
it is vesy difficult to estabIjsh a single hypothesis which 
covers the variety and is  effective to build a vision system. 

The DCTOPS proposed in this paper provides a frame- 
work to analyze objmfi which present various appear- 
ances. Thc variety of 2D appearances of a 3D object 
can k limited by setting an appropriate condition on the 
scene. Far example, under a condition that the location 
and orientation of an objtcl is relatively fixed to a camera, 
the appearance will be limited. Then we set multiple 
different conditions on the scene and estabhsh a set of 
hypotheses H .  

If= { I H .  Ha. Hd, . . . .  H,,} .  

where CE is a condition set on the scene and Hpk is  a 
hypothesis established under he condition rr: in order to 
derive a vision algorithm, When all the algorithms are 
carried out concurrently. a comt  output will be obtained 
from the algorithm fitting to rhe input scene. Therefore if 
H is complete. it is possible to cope with the variety of 
at1 of appearances of the object. 
In case that an object is represented by a geometric 

model such as poiyhe$ron. [he appearances can be clas- 
sified into a finite number of clusters according to the 
vis~bilEv of each facet [7]. A human head. however, 
is  a typical example which cannot be represented by a 
simple geometric mdd. It is dificult to classify the 
appearances mechanically according to geometrical con- 
ditions. However, we should redizt that the purpose of 
the classification is not for a tqmlogical interest but for 
the andysis of image. That is. it is possible to classify the 
appearances into a finite number of clusters according to 
the applicability of the image analysis algorithms. 

In this section we describe the distributed ZD appw-  
ancc modeling of a human face for the extraction of facial 
components. Basic strategy for Ihc modeling is to set 
conditions limiting the appemnces of 8 human face in 
order to construct simple topdown algorithms. 

We suppose that the appearance of a human face 
changes with hvo factors. Therefore the modeling is  
done at two levels as shown in Figure 1. 

Facial companent model: The first factor is the varia- 
donof facial components. For example, the appeamce of 
a right eye can be limited by two conditions. the crienta- 
tion {Front. S ? r l p }  and the state {Oprn.  Closr) .  Then a 
set of hypotheses HRlghrPP which specify the appearance 
of a right eye is established. 

It is possible to construct an algorithm for extracting 
a right eye under a hypothesis Ifr f H R ~ ~ ~ ~ E , , ~ .  EBch 
algorithm is  a top-down process to verify the existence 
of a particular right eye. It is performed by extracting 
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Figure 1 : Appearance mdc l  of human face 

evidences supporting the hypothesis H,. Various feature 
extraction techniques can be employed to extract the 
evidences according to the pictorial stmctures, Basically, 
an algotirhm is only effective to a specific appearance 
OF right eye. However. the system i s  able to verify ail 
the possible appearances of right eye based on the set 
H ~ t ~ h i ~ ~ r -  

The set of hypotheses can h established in a similar 
way for each of the facial components. We denote the 
generic name of these sets as Hr,n,fc.mp. 

Facemodel: The second and the mom significant fwtor 
which affects the appearance of e fact is the orientation 
of whole face. The change of face orientation distorts the 
relative Iocation of facial components. We establish a set 
of hypotheses HF,,. 

The HI E HFacr is B hypothesis on the relative location 
of facial components and it is free from the variety of 
appearances of facial compancnts. The algorithm to verify 
the H I  is a pmess to select facial components which 
agree to the hypothesis fmm the candidates extracted by 
facial campbnenf models. This is not only to make a 
g o d  combination of the components in a bottom up way 
but dso to update the confidence of facial components 
extracted by facial component models. The latter is 
redized by activating facial component models in order 
to e x m t  lacking componcnv; based on the locations of 
known components. This means that facc models control 
the behavior of  facial component models in a tap down 
way. It is effective to prune the useless search for facial 
components. When HF,, is complete, the system will 
be able to c o p  with aIl possible face wimtations. 

It is narural to regard that the two levels in the modding 
of face appearance art in a hierarchical relationship. T h e  
face mdlbls are in higher level than the facial component 
rnadtls. In other words. H f  E Hparr is a higher hypothesis 
than H, E Hp,,.rcmp. A hypothesis which infers the 
location of a facc in the scene is hiphet than H I .  This 



kind of hypothesis will be used effectively if a prinsi 
information on the position of a pcrson can be obtained. 
A hypothesis for the detail ofa face, such as eyelid or lip, 
is  lower than the I I , .  

The DCTOPS i s  robust sgainst the existence of attach- 
ments such as glasses. The attachments can significantly 
change the appeartlnce of a face. so it has been difficult to 
cope with them by a simple analysis scheme. Especially 
this is serious for an analysis scheme which tries to e x m t  
features from the whole pattern of fact without extracting 
facinI components. On the other hand, the DCTOPS 
allows the existence of any amchmenb tsunIess they do 
not a f k t  the appearance of individual facial components. 
Attachments such as glasses or a bead can, be mdeled 
and extracted as facial components. In addition even 
though a face is partially invisible due to ocdusion or 
noise. the DCTOPS can work to the rest of the face. 

In order to realize the mechanism described above. 
each m d t l  is implemented as an agent. We cal! the 
agent based on H I  E HFncc as a face agent and the one 
based on I l ,  f Hr,,,,rrm, as a facial component agenl 
respectively. An agent carries out a top-down analysis 
by applying vision algorithms to appropriate regions on 
the input image based on its own hypothesis. Each agent 
is independent and autonomous. It can attempt to search 
the candidates of facial components by itself even when 
i t  cannot communicate with other agents. 

An agcnt must have a function to evstuate the match- 
ing degree as a confidence value beween its hypothesis 
and thc evidence exvacted an the input image. Confi- 
dence values from facial component agents are important 
information for face agents to verify their hypotheses. 

The evaluation of confidence values in the DCTOPS is 
ptdormd as follaws. The vision algorithm in a facial 
component agent can be regarded as a mechanism to 
exmct a set of evidences 

E = { E * .  Ez. . . .  -.En) 

for the verification of H,.  Where. n is the number of 
vision algorithms derived from H,. By executing the 
algorithms to an input image, a set of actual features e is 
extracted. 

e = {pi, PZ.  . . . + P ,  J 

Then a value rf (-lal, I rc  3. which indicates the negative 
confidence on H, under the obserration of r k .  is a1culate.d 
as follows: 

where f ;  = I , .  . . l r .  The confidence vdues are handled 
in the framework of the Dempster and Shafer probability 
mbdel[6]. Every cf(- H, I ~k ) is combined into c. f ( -  
h',le) according to the Dernpster's rule of combination. 

The hypotheses can be organized in a network illus- 
trated in Figure 2. Confidence values obtained from the 
observation rl: are propagated through the arcs ind~cated 
as broken mows and combined at a higher hypothesis 
H I .  In this way, the confidence value for H I  is evaluated 
based on the actual observatim e. 

Figure 2 Hypothesis network 

figure 3 illustrates the configuration of the system. 
Image dam is access4 through image processing objects. 
An image processing object is a package af a basic imege 
pmessing procedure such as smoothing, thresholding 
and so on. The facial component agent activate evi- 
dence extraction methods formed by combining multiple 
methods in image processing objects in order to verify the 
hypothesis. The facial component agents create a facial 
component objects from the extracted facial component 
for the face &gents. 

Figure 3: Configurntion of the system 

In the present system. the two kinds of methods for 
evidence txmction are imptemented. edge based rnethd 
and cornlation based method. The edge based method 
uses three kinds of image processing objects. second order 
differentiation. thrEsholding. and binary shape analysis. 
By activating the three objects on an input image in that 
order. i a  is possibIe to obtain image features such as shape. 



size. axis of moment. l%is method, however, is  rather 
wrak to noise. The cumlation based methd uses two 
kinds of image processing objects. template matching and 
threshofding. The template matching object decides a 
probable Iocation of a facial component by calculating the 
correlation coefficient between the template and the input 
image. This is relatively tolerant to noise. but it is less 
flexible than the edge based methd. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Examples of experimental results are shown in figure 

4 and 5.  The input image hns 483 x 5 12 pixels and 256 
intensity levels. The image data was obtained in a m m  
with a CCD camera. The fact pit ion in the scene was 
not fixed strictly and the illuminating environment and the 
camera parameters were not cared for at all. Figure 4 is  
an input image on which the output from the agent based 
on the hypothesis HPrnnfLcJf is superimposed. The agent 
had the best confidence value but the agent based on the 
hypothesis HFrn,,, also output a fairly god result. Figure 
5 shows that our scheme can adapt to a face wearing 
glasses. In this case the glasses are extracted as one of 
the facial components 

Figure 4: Analysis result1 

T h e  results shown hem were obtained by a pilot system. 
The pilot system has k e n  developed on a single CFU and 
simulates the behavior of the DCTOPS. At this po in~  I t  
includes only t h e  face agents, Front agent. FrontRight 
agent. and FrantLcft agent, Table 1 summarizes the score 
of analysis for 45 face images including the faces with 
grasses. It indicates that almost 90% of face images are 
analyzed successfully. 

CONCLUSION 
We proposed a framework to organize multiple 2D 

appearance models of a h u m  face in a distributive 
way. The face analysis system developed within the 
framework can cope with various ttppearances of facts 
under the change of orientation and attachments and can 
successfully extract the locarions of facial components. 

Figure 5: Analysis result2 

The DCMPS is suitnMe in a parallel processing t n -  
vironment To realize a cooperative s f i t c h r e  between 
agents on parallel processan is a future task. 

This work is partty suppond by the Grnnr in Aid fw 
Scientific Restarch of the Minisay of Education. Science 
and Culture of Japan (Grant 04236106). 

Table 1: Summary of results 
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